Imported Biers
Imported Biers

0.5 L $6

1.0L $11

1. Hofbrau Original

5.1% ABV
Hofbräuhaus is a symbol of Munich’s hospitality and the Bavarian gift for creating a snug and cozy
atmosphere. Beer-lovers from all over the world come here to enjoy its famous beers. More than any other,
Hofbräu Original embodies the special atmosphere of the beer-making capital of Munich, and exports it to
the four corners of the globe. Its refreshing, bitter flavor and alcoholic content of around 5.1% volume have
made it famous worldwide. A Munich beer with character.

2. Hofbrau Dunkel

5.5% ABV
Dark beer existed in Bavaria long before light beer. This was the first type of beer to be brewed at
Hofbräuhaus when it was founded. Today, when beer-lovers all over the world talk about dark beer, they
usually mean a Munich style beer. Today, Hofbräu Dunkel - the archetypal Bavarian beer - is still as
popular as ever. With its alcoholic content of around 5.5% volume and its spicy taste, it’s a refreshing beer
that suits all kinds of occasion. A beer in the traditional Munich style.

3. Hofbrau Hefe

5.1% ABV
The origin of München Münchener Kindl Hefe Weizen dates back to 1589 and since then the Weise" has
a distinctive place in the history of Hofbräu München, München Münchener Kindl Hefe Weizen is
characterized by its sparkling, by its rich foam, and naturally by its unforgettable refreshing taste.

4. Seasonal Beers: ask your server for details on what beer is on tap.
5. Weihenstephan Original Lager

5.1% ABV
A good beer takes its time. The long storage makes our yellow bright lager, “Original”, a flavorful beer
enjoyed with fine poured, white foam. With a mild hoppy note and its pleasant fresh spicy taste, it goes very
well with salads, poultry, stews or with a hearty snack. Brewed according to our centuries-old brewing
tradition on the Weihenstephan hill.

6. Weihenstephan Hefeweissbier Dunkel

5.3% ABV
Our dark wheat beer is impressive with its creamy white foam. A fruity-fresh sweetness and hints of mature
bananas harmonize with delicious flavors of roasted malt, sparkling and full-bodied with a light caramel taste
on the first sip. Brewed according to centuries-old tradition on the Weihenstephan hill.

7. Braupakt Weinstepahan 6.0% ABV
This beer reveals fragrances of peach, apricot and citrus it also includes touches of banana plus a hint of
refreshing grapefruit. The fruitiness of this beer is balanced by the gentle sweetness of caramel malt.

8. Köstritzer Schwartz Bier

4.8% ABV
A mahogany colour, and a lasting, cream-coloured, finely pored head are the defining features of Köstritzer
black lager beer. Its expressive fragrance evokes a range of intense spicy aromas, including sage, roasted
chestnuts, dark honey, bitter chocolate and fresh, farm-baked bread.

9. Paulaner Hefe-Weizen 5.5% ABV
This traditional unfiltered Hefe-Weizen is naturally cloudy and warm silky gold under a really strong head
of foam. At first mouthful, some will detect a hint of banana aroma. Fine palates perceive trace of mango
and pineapple and the balance between sweet and bitter

10. Paulaner Larger 4.9% ABV
This beer is credited for being one of the most popular Munich lager. Moreover, our brew masters were
among the first to bring Munich lager beer to the Bavarian taps. The recipe for success remains: A perfect
balance of malty character and the light bitterness of hops.

11. Krombacher Pilsner 4.8% ABV
The taste of this beer gets its uniqueness from the pure Felsquellwasser (mountain spring water). With the
Krombacher Pils you will enjoy its distinctive finely bitter taste and full-flavored aroma.

12. Veltins Pilsner 4.8% ABV
A bright shiny gold color with a citrus flavor this German beer uses the best summer barley, fresh herbs
and spring water from the mountains in Grevenstein. It was first brewed in 1824 and is still family owned.

13. Warsteiner Pilsner 4.8% ABV
A refreshing pale golden pilsner with hints of barley malt, sublte yeast tones and mild hoppy bitterness.

14. Kolsch

4.8% ABV
From the recipe by Peter Josef Früh of the family brewery, this top-fermented specialty beer features the
best ingredients and is brewed according to the German Purity Law. A favorite beer of Cologne, which
became one of the city’s original.

15. Rotational Beer: ask your server for details on what beer is on tap.
16. Stiegel Radler 2.0% ABV
Real grapefruit juice gives this deliciously refreshing Radler its natural, amber coloured cloudiness and
pleasant tangy taste. The refreshingly fruity taste makes Stiegl-Radler Grapefruit a wonderful thirst
quencher. 40% Stiegl Goldbräu (water, barley malt, hops, yeast), 60% multi fruit soda (with 2.5% natural
grapefruit juice).

Beer Flights Chose 4 From Above $12
Non-Alcoholic Beer
Clausthaler

$4.50

